Introduction and Objectives
Imagine that you have just given an assignment in
your engineering class, and you have the following
capabilities:
• At any time,
time you can see the latest version of
each student’s or student group’s assignment
• At any time, you can see who has made what
edits and contributions to the document
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Overall, students like the increased interaction,
though many do not fully take advantage of itit.
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1) Below is a good solution with two issues identified for improvement (in green)
green). Assignment due 9/28/13
9/28/13.

• At any time, you can replay the complete
document history including all edits and
revisions and the times when they occurred
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ki with
ith R
Raven M
McCrory
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tto d
develop
l an
NSF RIGEE proposal focusing on improving
problem solving skills in early engineering classes.
2010 survey results: Class of 34, 24 responses
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What, if anything, would you do with these
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2) Below is a better solution where the student has addressed the two issues.

I am currently targeting early courses in the
Engineering curriculum.

Developmental History of Innovation
Motivation: Most students do not seek help on an
assignment even though they may not fully
understand how to solve the problems. With
continuous access
access, I can provide timely feedback
that students are motivated to follow since the
assignment
i
h
has not b
been turned
d iin yet.
I have used different implementations of EtherPad,
an online real-time
real time collaborative editing tool, in
five different class offerings.
Over the past year, I have developed a new course
managementt framework,
f
k tentatively
t t ti l titled
titl d
EtherWork, that interacts with an EtherPad
server, to simplify many common tasks such as
keeping track of all the assignments and being
able to quickly identify which pads have been
edited since I last viewed them
them.

…

Student eliminated visiting grandchildren.
Student addressed binary tree.
tree

Execution

Major Issues to Resolve
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I review student drafts of assignments before the
due date. I follow up by providing feedback
individually on their pads or to the class as a whole
in subsequent lectures.

1) Automation of Assessment. Reviewing drafts
is time-consuming. With EtherWork, I efficiently
find the pads that have been updated so I don’t
don t
waste time opening pads that I have already
fully reviewed
reviewed. However
However, doing the manual
inspection is time-consuming. Is there a way to
speed
d up thi
this review
i
th
through
h automation?
t
ti ?
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What works:
• Most
M t students
t d t use my feedback
f db k to
t edit
dit their
th i
assignments since it will improve their grade.
•I have often founds errors in my assignments by
seeing
i h
how a ffew students
t d t have
h
misinterpreted
i i t
t d my
questions and have started off on the wrong path.
What does not work:
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•Reviewing student drafts is a time-consuming
process I often cannot maintain my reviews of
process.
students drafts through the entire semester.
•The interaction is still limited, and some students
need more interaction.
interaction Despite giving feedback,
feedback
students can miss the point and not learn the
desired lessons.
lessons This semester
semester, I have addressed
this more successfully as I have been able to follow
up more often.
f

2) How quickly and in what instances should I
intervene and provide early feedback? Part
off a good
d assignment
i
t iis h
having
i a student
t d t
struggle to answer a question and decide for
themselves that an answer is complete. If they
count on my
y feedback,, theyy mayy lose this
aspect of the assignment.
3) Are there specific problem domains where
such interaction is especially
p
y useful? I am
currently working with Raven McCrory to
develop a RIGEE proposal
proposal. We believe that
using such an approach on basic problem
solving skills may be very helpful
helpful. I have ideas
for other potential problem domains, but I would
like to talk about other possibilities.
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